MOTH MUMBLINGS – EARLY APRIL 2022
MOTHS FLYING NOW
Well, that’s Spring done and dusted then! We managed a good week of warm and sunny days, though
these were spoiled to varying degrees across the county by the cold nights. Here in the polar region of
Bishop’s Stortford I had zero or close to zero temperatures for most nights in spite of the days being
really rather glorious! Moth trap was consistent in catching zero moths almost every night whilst on the
same nights those of you in the more equatorial regions of Middlesex fared rather better. Apart from
the expected Common and Small Quakers, Clouded Drab and Hebrew Character, I have been told of
Lead-coloured Drab, Twin-spot Quaker, Chestnut, Dark Chestnut, Tawny Pinion, Pale Pinion, Satellite,
Red Chestnut, Early Grey and other members of the Noctuidae as well as several Geometridae,
including March Moth, Brindled Pug, Pale Brindled Beauty, Water Carpet, Early Thorn, Shoulder
Stripe, Streak, Red-green Carpet, Engrailed and others.
Amongst the remaining families, male Emperor Moths have been causing excitement for many who
obtained the relatively new pheromone lure for this species. It appears that the lure works very well
indeed, with male Emperors arriving often within seconds of the lure being uncovered.
The Yellow Horned seems to have pitched up in quite a few places, but a look at the distribution map
shows that apart from within a couple of woods along the Herts/Middlesex border the Yellow Horned
is completely absent from Middlesex! Unless you know better! This is an unexpected revelation for
which there seems to be no immediate explanation. If you are active in Middlesex, please try putting a
battery-operated actinic trap right up against the trunk (touching it) of a Silver Birch tree when the
warmer nights return. Of course, the flight season might be over? Or perhaps after the false spring and
return of winter there might be a second emergence?
I have already mentioned Tawny Pinion, which is certainly the rarer of the two Pinions in our two
counties (Pale Pinion seems widespread this year). Both hibernate as adults. One I did not yet mention
is the White Marked – a very scarce moth in Herts, absent from Middlesex, of which one was caught a
few days ago in the Tring area.
Micros are a bit slower in waking up. However, there are reports of Agonopterix heracliana, Diurnea
fagella, and several Acleris species (including cristana, literana, ferrugana and others). A sunny day in
a southern Herts woodland also produced Esperia sulphurella. If you want English names for micros, I
suggest you look in the new (3rd Edition) version of Chris Manley’s “British & Irish Moths”.
Don’t forget indoor moths, of course. Various species of clothes moth (Tineidae) may be on the increase
lately. The Case-bearing clothes moth (there, see, I do sometimes uses English names for micros)
remains abundant in my house; I recently discovered that it had found the spare curtains that I keep in
the former airing cupboard – a place I had not visited for some years. I now have fewer curtains than I
used to have.
The third and fourth weeks of March 2022 were memorable for the fact that just about everyone who
had the foresight last year to purchase a set of pheromone lures for various tortrix moths, managed to
find the allegedly rare Pammene giganteana is large number at almost every site visited where an oak
tree was present. From mature trees to saplings – as long as an oak was within a couple of hundred
yards, then males of Pammene giganteana were falling over themselves to get into the traps. Best
results were where the lures were hung on the trunks of older oaks, with moths coming very quickly. I
attracted over 50 moths within 3 minutes at a single lure in the West Car Park at Broxbourne Woods;
in my garden, where there is a single 10-year old oak sapling that I planted as an acorn, moths took a

bit longer, at around ten minutes, suggesting that they may have travelled a few hundred years from my
neighbour’s oak tree rather than being resident on my own tree?
For those who have lures in their freezer at the moment, it would be worth getting these out again when
the slightly warmer nights return. Pammene giganteana is attracted to the “FUN”, “MOL” and “LOB”
lures – probably others as well? Of course, as we progress through April, other tortrix species will
become available, including the target species that these three lures were actually designed to attract,
so don’t merely assume without a closer inspection. I am always keen to see captured moths whose ID
is uncertain. You can always keep live moths in a small tube in the fridge until you are able to get them
to me for inspection. They will last for days; there is no need to drill air holes. If you are in my area
unplanned, feel free to put specimens (live or dead, but always correctly labelled, including your name
and contact details) in the black box by my front door.
Just to complete this round-up, I should mention day-flying species. One or two of you started to
encounter Orange Underwings just before the new wave of cold weather hit. These will return, I am
sure. Take care to check that what you see is not a Light Orange Underwing. Both species are equally
expected in our area and it is a myth that Orange Underwing is on Birch whilst Light Orange Underwing
is on Aspen – both affect both trees! Males are easy to separate, of course, as Light Orange has
bipectinate antenna whilst those of Orange are simple. However, both females have simple antennae,
so this is not always useful. If you clearly see pectinate antennae, then you can claim Light Orange (but
try to get a photo to prove it if possible); otherwise separation might have to remain provisional.
As an aside, both these Orange Underwing species will come to the ground to feed on “organic matter”.
Those of a sensitive disposition may wish to skip to the next paragraph, but for the dedicated, take a
plastic tray (vaguely seed tray sized is best) and place it on the ground under or near the canopy of
birches and/or aspens. At around 2pm, and with the sun shining generally and in particular with the tray
is a sunny spot, take a pee into the tray (the plastic tray is critical as it prevents soakaway, whilst the
warm sunshine is important to permit “pee vapour” to take to the air). It is now entirely possible that
once the aroma reaches the tree tops, the moths will come down to investigate (as long as the tray
remains in sunlight). A carefully positioned half-brick in the centre of the tray will give them somewhere
to land for photography (and remember a plastic bag – to keep your knapsack dry if you plan to take
the set-up home afterwards!
NOTE: The above is only a summary of recent reports mentioned to me and is here to whet your
appetites to get the moth trap out of the attic and get it running in the garden again! Some species may
be missing and I have deliberately not added recorder names. Every time I add names, I get people
telling me that I have missed their record! People are equally fast to pull me up if something they caught
is not mentioned. So – please remember, I have not missed yours – I have just made a selection.
Casual e-mails that keep me “current” with moths in Herts and Middlesex are both welcomed and
encouraged, but please note that these are NOT treated as formal record submissions unless you
specifically state otherwise. There are not enough hours in the day! Please maintain your records and
send to me annually (or monthly if we have agreed this) in the usual way. Do keep sending me informal
chatty e-mail updates etc, but remember to add any records mentioned in these to your main list as well.

NEW MOTHS
Modesty prevents me from elaborating much further, but together with Peter Hall (he of the web site at

mothdissection.co.uk) I have just unleashed the following new moth upon the British fauna:
Hall, P. & Plant, C. W., 2022. Batrachedra confusella Berggren, Aarvik, Huemer, Lee and Mutanen,
2021 (Lep.: Batrachedridae) in Britain. Entomologist's Record and Journal of Variation 134: 53 – 57.

The paper includes Hertfordshire records. The moth has been confused with Batrachedra pinicolella and
is likely to be widespread and common across Britain and associated with Pine. Most “pinicolella” that
have been re-examined to date have proven to be the new species – confusella. Keep specimens – they will
require dissection.

THE DATABASE
As I type this on 3rd April 2022, there are 1,601,701 moth records for all time in the Herts &
Middlesex Moth Database.
You will recall that in January, when I started asking you to send in your annual lists, I noted that we
had 1,494,330 records up to the end of December 2020, so that means we have added a really pleasing
total of 107,371 moth records in the first three months of 2022. These are records made to 31st December
2021. Those of you whose names appear in my “Roll of Honour” below should feel pleased with
themselves for contributing to this important overall picture of moths in our two counties. Those of you
whose names do not appear – well, work it out for yourselves!

OUR WEB SITE MAPS AND FLIGHT CHARTS
Our website (www.hertsmothgroup.org.uk) has an interactive facility that allows you to type the name
of a moth (English or Latin name) and thus pull up a distribution map for our two counties, adult flight
period graph and some text for the selected species. The text includes abstracts (or sometimes complete
texts) from the two books “Larger Moths of the London Area” (1993) and “The Moths of Hertfordshire”
(2008) and where important, some updated text on the current situation. I should mention here that the
web site, including the writing of updated text, is the work of Andrew Wood, not me. We are extremely
grateful to Andrew for his hard work here.
We have a system – through which the data flows.
First, you send it to me. That has now been completed, apart from by a few rogue elements who have
not submitted lists yet.
Next, I go through it all, really annoy you by challenging anything I don’t agree with, then eventually
enter it into the database. That stage is also now completed (though late entries are always welcomed).
As we have such a large number of records, it is easy for mistakes (especially typing errors) to sneak in
un-noticed. A classic example would be someone typing (or someone’s computer auto-filling) “Pale
Oak Beauty” for a record made in March when simply “Oak Beauty” was intended. The computer does
not warn me about this sort of problem because Pale Oak Beauty is, of course, a real species. There are
others!
So, for the past few weeks I have been going through the database, species by species, looking for
anything suspect. If I found anything, I have sent an e-mail to the observer and awaited a reply, as a
consequence of which records have either been corrected or deleted. A common error is an incorrect
grid reference – but it is easier to spot these as wrongly placed map dots than it is to look for them in
the raw data. Similarly, a seriously out of date sighting shows up immediately on a graph, but is harder
to spot in a list, especially as the eyes glaze over after a few hours of staring.
Thanks to the return of cold weather, I have now made time to complete this stage of the process and
today we have entered phase 4, in which the entire database has been copied to Andrew Wood for
uploading to the web site. The update of the web site will not be immediate, so please don’t expect to
find your 2022 data to be there just yet. It will take Andrew at least a week, possibly longer to get all

this stage sorted. Unlike me, he also has a life, so it might take even longer! Add to that, he will probably
need to rewrite some updated text entries. However, I confidently predict that by the end of April the
web site will be fully updated with information up to the end of December 2021 (plus a few extras from
2022 which I slipped in for good measure – notably the recent reports of Pammene giganteana, which
altered the map significantly). Once Andrew tells me that this is done I will e-mail you all and let you
know.
The web site allows people who have been given lists of moths to interpret their significance.
Additionally, I strongly recommend that you use the web site yourself if you catch a moth that you
consider to be scarce or unusual. You might find that your own record fits a pattern. Most textbooks are
hopelessly out of date and few, if any, will include information specifically on our area. Go to
www.hertsmothgroup.org.uk and type the moth name into the search box (be careful to spell it correctly
or you will get no results), to get the latest information.
There is another part of the web site, of course. If you click on the top bar, you will be taken there (or
go direct by typing www.hertsmothgroup.org.uk/hmg.php).

NATIONAL (MACRO) MOTH RECORDING SCHEME (NMRS)
For information, the complete Herts & Middx moth dataset has now been copied to NMRS using the
Mapmate SYNC process. Data can ONLY enter the national records scheme via the County Moth
Recorder – there are no exceptions.

OAK PROCESSIONARIES SET FOR WIPEOUT?
Or
IS IT TIME TO RENDER HERTFORDSHIRE MOTHS EXTINCT?
Isn’t it nice to know that we live in enlightened times? Politicians are actually taking climate change
seriously, commercial interests are phasing out plastics, housing developers are introducing garden
space into their new builds, farmers are finally realising that they need hedges and bees and, oh, what
was that other thing … I forget – oh yes, the Forestry Commission are planning to spray the woodlands
of southern Hertfordshire with insecticides and wipe out as many moths as possible!
The morons that run the Forestry Commission have issued notices to various land owners – the notice
for Chorleywood Common is attached to this newsletter along with a couple of other useful
documents. Unfortunately, we do not know all of the areas under direct threat. In spite of Freedom of
Information requests it seems that the Forestry Commission are not obliged to tell us (well, that’s what
they tell us). We do know for certain that notices have been served for Chorleywood Common LNR,
Butterfield Road LNR (Wheathampstead) and Nomansland Common. Evidence suggests that there are
similar orders served on many more Parish and District Councils throughout Hertfordshire, but “they”
have clamped up and are not giving anything away.
The enforcement notice for Chorleywood states that the site has to be sprayed TWICE this year between
1st April and 30th June. I presume other sites will be the same. One of two contractors listed in the
attached enforcement order offers to spray the trees free of charge, when they can fit it in with their
schedule. The alternative is for the owner of the site to do the work, but they will not be reimbursed!
Big Brother has spoken!
It is worth taking a look at www.opmhub.fera.co.uk. Here you will find a map of sightings of Oak
Processionary Moth in Hertfordshire (and I should point out that at no stage has anyone from the

Forestry Commission communicated formally with me as County Moth Recorder over records,
distribution or any other pertinent matters of fact and so our own, probably more reliable data are
excluded). Sites considered to be up for a jolly good spraying seem to include a good smattering of
places that are known to be highly biodiverse in terms of moths (though their data is all pre-2016 and
excludes micros, so whether or not we believe that some sites are not biodiverse is a matter of
interpretation). There are two ways of looking at the OPM map:
1. If it truly shows areas where OPM has established itself then it is evident that the species is now
widely established and will certainly not be controlled in any way by pesticide spraying at any given
nature reserve! Spraying should not take place.
2. In the more likely event that the map shows ALL sightings of OPM (which we, as moth specialists,
know will include sightings of males that migrate annually from Europe and, being males, are not really
likely to lay eggs), there seems likely to be a measure of blind panic by the office-based politicians who
have decided to serve the notices.
Significant experience of spraying OPM in Dorset, Hampshire and elsewhere over several years
(including aerial spraying over large areas), has demonstrated very clearly that it makes no significant
contribution to overall control of OPM. It does, of course, kill the caterpillars at that site – but these are
soon replaced by adults from elsewhere whilst the collateral damage is the death of innumerable
caterpillars of other moths, butterflies and probably other groups. A position statement issued by BC is
also attached. It is staggering to find a little pocket of dinosaur-minded idiots within the forestry set-up
who still think that it is a good idea!
OPM is a widespread and common moth across most of Europe; I catch it regularly when over there at
the right time of year). Although I agree it is not a good idea to anoint your delicate body parts with
caterpillars, there is no health emergency involving this species in any European country – suggestions
to the contrary have no basis in fact and are usually made by people regurgitating spurious information
from a third party.
In summary, Oak Processionary Moth is now an established species across a very wide area of the south
and south-east of England;
Spraying may kill affected caterpillars, but will not limit the continuing spread of the moth and so is a
waste of public resources as well as being environmentally damaging. I liken it to Grey Squirrel control.
Landowners have been shooting these furry foes for years, but it made no difference. As soon as a gap
was created, their mates moved in from surrounding areas! Only when a disease arrived in this country
did the Grey Squirrel population crash!
The key idiots at the Forestry Commission would appear to be Andrew Hoppit (07884 234725) and
his line manager Andy Hall (07771 833080; andy.hall@forestrycommission.gov.uk). Neither has
been especially helpful so far and the general attitude seems to be that we should mind our own business.
That failure to discuss the matter is like a red rag to a bull as far as I am concerned. It will not hurt to
fill their in-boxes to let them know that the ordinary people object. Do any of you belong to Extinction
Rebellion?
At your own discretion, you might wish to make the local newspapers aware in affected areas. They
probably don’t know. If they need a quote, but you don’t want to put your own head above the parapet,
do feel free to give them my contact details. There is also your local MP (if you consider these entities
serve any useful purpose at all) and there are also local radio stations and television magazine programs.
OPM position statement by BC
OPM fact checker
OPM at Chorleywood

THE LONDON MOTH BOOK UPDATE
Most of you already know that Les Evans-Hill and myself are updating the 1993 book “Larger Moths
of the London Area”. For a pretty picture go to www.hertsmothgroup.org.uk/hmg.php.
Part funded by the London Natural History Society (but we are very much open to sponsorship offers),
this will be published in 2023 – the 30th anniversary of my original work. There have been many
changes! So … 2022 is the very last chance to add records.
The area covered falls within a circle, with a radius 20 old-fashioned miles, based on central London.
It includes all of Middlesex and parts of southern Hertfordshire, a fragment of North Essex in the
Harlow area, a good bit of South Essex, including East London east of the River Lea, urban north-west
Kent, urban Surrey and finally a thin sliver of Buckinghamshire.
All data from Herts and Middlesex will obviously be included. The County Moth Recorders for Essex,
Kent, Surrey and Bucks are, even as we speak, uploading relevant records to Les’ database (he is the
computer brains of this partnership, not me).
This message is aimed at anyone who may still have outstanding moth records for Essex, Kent, Surrey
and Bucks (we know, for example, that the 2021 dataset for the two Essex vice-counties is significantly
depressed at the moment). If this is you, please submit your outstanding records to the appropriate CMR
as a matter of urgency. We have no intention of by-passing the CMRs. However, if you wish, you may
send data sets direct to me with a note that they have not yet been sent to the appropriate CMR. I will
then submit them to him on your behalf.
The new work will be talking full advantage of modern computer technology. No longer are we
restricted to a single map style, for example. We can plot the distribution of one species on a base map
showing chalk geology and the next on a base map showing rivers. The next might better be interpreted
against a background of “urban sprawl”. We can chop and change as often as we like and modern
printing methods mean we are not in any way restricted to a small colour pallet. We can select many
different date bands for records on a map and not all maps have to be the same. We can show flight
periods by weeks or months and we can separate sexes if this data was given in the original record. We
can plot flight graphs for different time periods, to demonstrate any shifts due to climate change (or
other factors). The aim is to produce an all-singing, all-dancing book that represents the start of the next
generation of county moth books. As for the proposed, fully interactive web version, the sky is probably
the only limit!
So, please send in any outstanding moth data and if you are in a position to offer sponsorship,
commercial or personal, feel free to contact me (colinwplant@gmail.com or telephone numbers below)
so we can discuss. Money is not expected to change hands just yet, but we are looking for outline
promises, especially from the commercial sector where companies might wish to enhance their green
credentials.

REVISED ROLL OF HONOUR
Finally, here is the revised list of the good eggs whose 2021 moth records have been received by me and are
now in the database (and will soon be up on the web site). Alphabetically by surname:
Diane Andrews
Helen Bantock
Andy & Melissa Banthorpe
Philip Barron
Richard Bashford
Joe Beale
Jane Best
William Bishop

Tim Blackburn
Dan Blumgart
Nick Bowles
Tony Bristow
Simon Buckingham
Peter Bygate
Robert Callf
Margaret Carrier
John Chainey/Jenny Spence
Keith Cherry
Peter Clarke
Aaron Clements-Partridge
Bob Clift
Paul Cross
Mark David
Julia Day
Henry Ellis
Richard Ellis
Paul Field
Ian Flack
Kirsten Foster
George Fowler
Tim Freed
Ian Gamble
Elizabeth Goodyear
Peter Gray
Bill Haines
Michael Hammerson
Roy Hargreaves
David Hatton
Ishbel Hayes
Dug Heath
Robert Homan
Chris Hilling
David Hunt
David Inward
Vincent & Betty Judd
Barbara Leport
Matt Livesey
Stephen Lowe
John Maxen
Richard Melarange
Richard (Dick) Middleton
Roger Millard
Roger Morton
Barbara Mulligan
John Murray
Jonathan Newman
Bob Parker
Roger Prue
Gerry Rawcliffe
David Riddle
Pat Rumpus
Ben Sale
Mark Saunders
Peter Shaw
Graeme J. Smith
Lance Spring
Mark Sterling
Stuart Warrington
Kevin Widgery
Paul Williams
Andrew Wood

*****************************
All that effort and still no Knighthood!
That’s all for now.
Enjoy!

Colin
*****************************
Colin W. Plant
Herts & Middlesex Counties Moth Recorder
14 West Road
Bishops Stortford
Hertfordshire
CM23 3QP
Landline: (after midday only): 01279 - 507697
E-mail: colinwplant@gmail.com
*****************************

